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Abstract—Industry is adopting Wireless Sensor-Actuator Networks (WSANs) as the communication infrastructure for process
control applications. To meet the stringent real-time performance
requirements of control systems, there is a critical need for fast
end-to-end delay analysis for real-time flows that can be used
for online admission control. This paper presents a new endto-end delay analysis for periodic flows whose transmissions are
scheduled based on the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) policy. Our
analysis comprises novel techniques to bound the communication
delays caused by channel contention and transmission conflicts
in a WSAN. Furthermore, we propose a technique to reduce
the pessimism in admission control by iteratively tightening the
delay bounds for flows with short deadlines. Experiments on a
WSAN testbed and simulations demonstrate the effectiveness of
our analysis for online admission control of real-time flows.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the emergence of industrial standards such as WirelessHART [1] and ISA100 [2], process control industries
are adopting Wireless Sensor-Actuator Networks (WSANs) in
which sensors and actuators communicate through low-power
multi-hop wireless mesh networks [3]. Since excessive communication delay may lead to severe degradation of control
performance or even instability of the control system, it
is critical to estimate worst-case end-to-end communication
delays for real-time flows in WSANs [4]. Moreover, fast delay
analysis is needed for online admission control and network
reconfiguration in response to dynamic changes of channel
conditions in industrial environments.
In this paper, we present a new delay analysis for periodic
flows in WSANs in which transmissions are scheduled based
on the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) policy, a common realtime scheduling policy that has been found to be an effective
transmission scheduling policy for real-time WSANs in recent
studies [5].
Our new delay analysis can be used to derive end-to-end
delay bounds for real-time flows in WSANs. The key feature
of our analysis lies in a novel approach to combine two types
of delays in a WSAN: contention delays due to limited number
of wireless channels, and conflict delays caused by conflicts
among concurrent wireless transmissions involving a same
device. Furthermore, we reduce the pessimism in admission
control by iteratively tightening the delay bounds for flows
with short deadlines.
We evaluate our delay analysis through experiments on
a 63-node WSAN testbed and simulations. The experiment
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results demonstrate our delay analysis provides safe bounds of
real end-to-end delays. The simulation results show that our
delay analysis is effective in term of acceptance ratio when
used for admission control. We also provide a comprehensive
simulation study that compares a state-of-the-art fixed priority
scheduling algorithm [6] and a dynamic priority scheduling
algorithm [5]. Our simulations show EDF outperforms fixed
priority scheduling [6] in term of real-time performance,
while delivering competitive acceptance ratios to the existing
dynamic priority scheduling policy at lower computational
cost.
II. WSAN C HARACTERISTICS
We consider a network model that captures the key features
of industrial WSAN standards (e.g., WirelessHART [1]). A
WSAN consists of a set of field devices, a gateway and
multiple access points. A field device could be a sensor, an
actuator, or both. Each device (field device or access point) is
equipped with a half-duplex omnidirectional radio transceiver
compatible with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
The gateway communicates with field devices through access points. The access points and the field devices form a
wireless mesh network. The WSAN has a centralized network
management architecture that enhances the predictability and
visibility of network operations at the cost of scalability.
All devices are managed by a network manager, a software
process running on the gateway. The network manager gets the
real-time flow information from process control applications,
collects the network topology information from the field
devices, generates the routes, and performs admission control
of the real-time flows. For the set of accepted flows, the
network manager generates the transmission schedule for all
field devices, and disseminates the superframe (including the
routes and transmission schedule) to the field devices. When
a field device detects a link failure, it notifies the network
manager to update the routes and schedule.
The WSAN adopts a multi-channel Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) protocol layer on top of the IEEE 802.15.4
physical layer. The clocks of all devices across the network
are synchronized. Time is divided into 10 ms slots. Each time
slot can accommodate one data packet transmission and its
acknowledgment. To avoid potential collision between concurrent transmissions in the same channel, only one transmission
is scheduled on each channel across the whole network. As a
result, the total number of concurrent transmissions scheduled

in a time slot cannot exceed the number of channels. While
this conservative design reduces network throughput and scalability, it avoids interference between transmissions within the
network and therefore enhances reliability and predictability
for industrial applications.
The WirelessHART standard supports two types of routing:
source routing and graph routing. Source routing provides a
single route for each flow, whereas graph routing provides
multiple redundant routes in a routing graph and therefore
enhances reliability through route diversity. Our analysis currently assumes source routing and can be easily extended to
a model where each flow has multiple source routes and send
redundant packets through every route to enhance reliability.
Supporting graph routing is part of our future work.
III. EDF S CHEDULING IN WSAN S
We consider a set of periodic flows F = {F1 , F2 , · · · , FN }
to be scheduled on m channels. Each flow
Fk = (Dk , Tk , αk , φk , Ck )
is characterized by a relative deadline Dk , a period Tk , a start
time αk , a route φk and an transmission count Ck . The route
φk is composed of a sequence of links in the network from
the source device sk to the destination device ak . To enhance
reliability, at most κ (re)transmissions are scheduled for one
link. Once the sender receives the acknowledgment, it will
discard other retransmission retries. The transmission count
Ck equals the total number of (re)transmissions scheduled for
one packet of this flow along its route, i.e., Ck = |φk |κ, where
|φk | is the length of φk .
We follow the constrained deadline model where the deadline of each flow is within its period, i.e., Dk ≤ Tk . Hence
different packets of the same flow cannot co-exist in the
network in the same time slot. For flow Fk , a new packet
is released at source node sk in the beginning of each period.
We use Pk,j to refer to the j th packet of the flow Fk , whose
release time is rk,j = αk + (j − 1) Tk . Packet Pk,j needs
to be delivered to the destination ak through a sequence of
transmissions along φk . If Pk,j is delivered to the destination
at slot fk,j through its route, its end-to-end delay Rk,j is
fk,j −rk,j +1. A packet needs to complete all its transmissions
before its absolute deadline dk,j = rk,j + Dk . We use Rk to
denote the end-to-end delay of flow Fk , which is the maximum
end-to-end delay of all its packets.
As we discussed in Section II, the network manager generates schedules for all field devices up to the hyper-period,
i.e., the least common multiply of {Tk , k = 1, . . . , n}. When
generating schedules, the network manager follows the EDF
scheduling policy. For all released packets, each packet is
assigned a priority based on its absolute deadline. The packet
with an earlier absolute deadline is assigned a higher priority.
At any time slot, if there remains an available channel, among
all released but not delivered packets which do not conflict
with packets already scheduled in this time slot, the packet
with highest priority is scheduled to this slot. This process
repeats until all channels are occupied or all remaining packets

conflict with at least one scheduled packet. Transmissions of
the same packet can be scheduled on different channels at
different time slots.
IV. W ORST-C ASE E ND - TO -E ND D ELAY A NALYSIS
In this section, we present our worst-case end-to-end delay
analysis for real-time flows under the EDF policy. A set of
real-time flows is schedulable if every flow has a worst-case
end-to-end delay that is no greater than its deadline. Given a
set of real-time flows, our goal is to derive an upper bound
on the worst-case end-to-end delay of every flow. The delay
analysis can be used as a schedulability test of the flow set
under EDF.
A. Terminology
Before analyzing the delays, we first introduce the terminology used in the analysis. We say a packet is ready if it is
released and not delivered yet. We say a packet executes in a
time slot if it has a transmission scheduled in this time slot.
A packet can be delayed for two reasons.
• Conflict delay: Due to the half-duplex radio, two transmissions conflict with each other if they share a node
(sender or receiver). Then only one of them can be scheduled at current time slot. Therefore, if a packet conflicts
with another packet that has already been scheduled in
the current time slot, it has to be postponed to a later
time slot, resulting in conflict delay.
• Contention delay: As a WSAN does not allow concurrent transmissions in a same channel, each channel can
only accommodate one transmission across the network
in each time slot. If all channels are assigned to transmissions of other packets, a packet must be delayed to a
later slot, resulting in contention delay.
To be more precise, we define the conflict delay of packet
Pk,j as the number of time slots when packet Pk,j is delayed
because it conflicts with higher priority packets. We denote
f
conflict delay of packet Pk,j as Yk,j
. We define the contention
delay of packet Pk,j as the number of time slots when Pk,j
is delayed because all the channels are occupied by higher
priority packets and none of them conflict with Pk,j . We
t
denote contention delay of packet Pk,j as Yk,j
. Then the endto-end delay of packet Pk,j is
f
t
Rk,j = Yk,j
+ Yk,j
+ Ck ,

(1)

where Ck is the transmission count of Pk,j along its route.
We define the interference of a flow Fl on packet Pk,j
as the number of slots when Pk,j waits for transmissions of
packets belonging to Fl . We denote flow Fl ’s interference on
packet Pk,j as Ik,j (l). Note the terminology interference refers
to the time a packet is delayed by transmissions associated
with another flow. It is not related to interference between
concurrent wireless transmissions, which cannot occur in a
WSAN because it does not allow concurrent transmissions in
a same channel. We further categorize flow Fl ’s interference
f
on packet Pk,j into two: conflict interference Ik,j
(l) and

t
contention interference Ik,j
(l). Flow Fl ’s conflict interference
on packet Pk,j is the number of time slots when Pk,j is delayed
due to conflicting transmissions belonging to flow Fl . Fl ’s
contention interference on Pk,j is the number of time slots
when Pk,j waits while transmissions of flow Fl are executed
and do not conflict with Pk,j . By definition, we have

and none of them conflict with Pk,j . Then in this time slot,
there must be m higher priority packets scheduled and none
of them conflict with Pk,j .
t0
Let Ik,j
(l) denote the number of time slots when 1) Pk,j
is ready but not executing, 2) Fl is executing and 3) none of
the executing packets conflict with Pk,j . Then the contention
P

f
t
Ik,j (l) = Ik,j
(l) + Ik,j
(l).

(2)

In the rest of this section, we present the worst-case delay
analysis in following 4 steps.
1) We analyze the end-to-end delay bound of a packet given
the interference of the other flows.
2) We derive an upper bound of a flow’s conflict and
contention interferences on a packet.
3) Combining 1) and 2), we give the upper bound of the
end-to-end delay of a flow.
4) we reduce the pessimism in admission control by iteratively tightening the delay bounds of flows with short
deadlines.
B. Conflict and Contention Delays
In this subsection we analyze the conflict delay and contention delay of a packet. Consider a packet Pk,j of flow Fk
released at time rk,j with absolute deadline dk,j . We want
to analyze the end-to-end delay of Pk,j assuming both the
conflict interferences and contention interferences of all the
other flows on Pk,j are given.
f
Lemma 1. The conflict delay Yk,j
of Pk,j is upper bounded
as follow:
X f
f
Yk,j
≤
Ik,j (l).
(3)

0

I t (l)

delay of Pk,j is upper bounded by b l6=kmk,j c. Recall that
t
Ik,j
(l) is the number of time slots when 1) Pk,j is ready but
not executing, 2)Fl is executing and 3) Fl does not conflict
t
with Pk,j . Comparing the set of time slots within Ik,j
(l) and
0
t
Ik,j (l), we see the latter one is a subset of the former one,
t0
t
t
so Ik,j
(l) is no greater than Ik,j
(l). Therefore, Yk,j
is upper
P

I t (l)

bounded by b l6=kmk,j c.
To meet Pk,j ’s deadline, the end-to-end delay of Pk,j should
f
t
satisfy the following condition: Rk,j = Yk,j
+Yk,j
+Ck ≤ Dk .
To make flow Fk schedulable, this condition should hold for
all its packets.
C. Upper Bound of Interferences
The conflict and contention delay bounds in Lemma 1 and
Lemma 2 depend on the conflict and contention interferences.
To give the worst-case end-to-end delay Rk of each flow Fk ,
the most straightforward approach is to compute every other
flow Fl ’s conflict interference and contention interference on
every packet of Fk up to the hyper-period. However, this is
computationally expensive. We therefore derive upper bounds
of the interferences that can be computed efficiently.
Dk mod Tl

⎣Dk / Tl⎦∙ Tl
Pk,j

rk,j

dk,j

l6=k
f
Proof: For any time slot within Yk,j
, Pk,j is delayed by
conflict if and only if there is at least one scheduled higher
priority packet conflicting with it. Let one of these higher
priority packets belongs to flow Fl . Recall the definition of Fl ’s
conflict interference on Pk,j is the number of time slots when
Pk,j is delayed due to conflicting transmissions belonging to
flow Fl . By definition, this time slot is a part of Fl ’s conflict
f
interference Ik,j
(l).
Since our statement is not limited to a specific time slot
f
within Yk,j
, we show any time slot in which Pk,j suffers one
conflict delay indeed belongs to at least one flow’s conflict
interference on Pk,j . Therefore, the total conflict delay of Pk,j
is bounded by the sum of conflict interferences of all other
flows.
t
Lemma 2. The contention delay Yk,j
of Pk,j is upper bounded
as follow:
P
t
l6=k Ik,j (l)
t
c.
(4)
Yk,j
≤b
m
Proof: We follow the same reasoning of the proof of the
Lemma 1. For any time slot, Pk,j is delayed by contention if
and only if all channels are occupied by higher priority packets

Cl

Dl

Tl

Fig. 1: Worst-case workload of flow Fl . Upper arrows
and down arrows represent release times and absolute
deadlines of packets. Pk,j is the k th packet of flow Fk .
Cl , Dl and Tl are the transmission count, the relative
deadline and the period of Fl respectively. rk,j and dk,j
are the release time and the absolute deadline of packet
Pk,j . Dashed areas are time slots when transmissions of
packets are scheduled.
To start, we analyze the upper bound of the interference
f
Ik,j (l) which is the sum of conflict interference Ik,j
(l) and
t
contention interference Ik,j
(l). It is obvious that the interference of flow Fl on any packet Pk,j cannot exceed its workload
within Pk,j ’s lifetime [rk,j , dk,j ], where flow Fl ’s workload is
the number of time slots when it executes. We denote the
workload of Fl within [rk,j , dk,j ] as Wk,j (l). The worst-case
workload would be a upper bound of the interference. We
show the worst-case workload in Figure 1 when the absolute
deadline of one packet of Fl aligns with the absolute deadline

of Pk,j . We give the following lemma to upper bound Fl ’s
workload.
Lemma 3. The workload of Fl within [rk,j , dk,j ] is upper
bounded as follow:
Wk,j (l) ≤ bDk /Tl cCl + min(Cl , Dk mod Tl ),
where Dk mod Tl is the remainder of Dk divided by Tl .
Proof: We discuss the workload of Fl in three cases:
• Dk < Tl
• Dk ≥ Tl and (Dk mod Tl ) < Dl
• Dk > Tl and (Dk mod Tl ) ≥ Dl
In the first case, deadline of flow Fk is less than period of
flow Fl . Within [rk,j , dk,j ], there is at most one packet of Fl
active. Then the maximum workload of Fl is min(Cl , Dk ),
which follows this lemma.
In the second case, deadline of Fk is no less than period of
Fl , and Dk mod Tl is less than Dl . First, if Dk mod Tl equals
0, then the number of flow Fl ’s packets within [rk,j , dk,j ] is
Dk /Tl , and the total workload is (Dk /Tl )Cl , which follows
this lemma. Then, we assume Dk mod Tl > 0, this is
the exact case we show in Figure 1. there is one carryin packet of flow Fl , which is released before Pk,j and
delivered after Pk,j ’s release. The number of Fl ’s packets
within [rk,j , dk,j ] is bDk /Tl c. And the carry-in packet’s workload is min(Cl , Dk mod Tl ). Then the total workload is
bDk /Tl cCl + min(Cl , Dk mod Tl ), which also follows this
lemma.
In the third case, the number of packets of Fl that are
completely contained in [rk,j , dk,j ] is bDk /Tl c + 1, given that
Dk mod Tl ≥ Dl . The workload of Fl is (bDk /Tl c + 1)Cl .
Because Dk mod Tl ≥ Dl ≥ Cl , the workload provided by
this lemma is
bDk /Tl cCl + min(Cl , Dk mod Tl ) =bDk /Tl cCl + Cl
=(bDk /Tl c + 1)Cl .
Then this case follows the lemma as well.
We have an upper bound of Fl ’s interference on packet Pk,j
as:
Ik,j (l) ≤ Wk,j (l) ≤ bDk /Tl cCl + min(Cl , Dk mod Tl ). (5)
We use I\
k,j (l) to denote this upper bound. Then we have
I\
k,j (l) = bDk /Tl cCl + min(Cl , Dk mod Tl ).

Now we derive the upper bound of flow Fl ’s conflict
f
interference Ik,j
(l) on packet Pk,j . Let Sk (l) denote the
maximum conflict interference that one packet of flow Fl can
incur on one packet of flow Fk . Packets of flows Fk and Fl
conflict with each other when their transmissions share at least
one node. So Sk (l) is the number of transmissions that share
nodes with Fl ’s transmissions. It depends on the number of
links in Fl ’s route that share nodes with Fk ’s route as well as
the number of (re)transmissions scheduled on each link. We
can count it by looking at routes of two flows.
As shown in Figure 2, Fk and Fl are two flows that share a
part of their routes. The number of links in Fl ’s route that share
nodes with Fk ’s route is 4, and they are {u → v, v → A, A →
x, x → y}. For simplicity, assuming only one transmission
is scheduled for each link, Sk (l) in this example equals 4.
After upper bounding the conflict interference that one packet
of Fl can introduce, we can upper bound the total conflict
interference that flow Fl can introduce on packet Pk,j .
Following the same reasoning of analyzing the maximum
workload, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. The conflict interference of flow Fl on packet
Pk,j is upper bounded as follow:
f
Ik,j
(l) ≤ bDk /Tl cSk (l) + min(Sk (l), Dk mod Tl ).

\
f
f
Here we use Ik,j
(l) to denote this upper bound of Ik,j
(l),
and
\
f
Ik,j
(l) = bDk /Tl cSk (l) + min(Sk (l), Dk mod Tl ).

u

Theorem 1. The end-to-end delay of flow Fk is upper bounded
as follow:
P
\
f
\
X\
l6=k (Ik,j (l) − Ik,j (l))
f
c + Ck = Rˆk .
Rk ≤
Ik,j (l) + b
m
l6=k

t
Yk,j

f
Proof: As we showed in Equation (1), Rk,j = Yk,j
+
+ Ck . Combining it with Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we

have
Rk,j ≤

(6)

v

a

b

A

Route for Fl
Route for Fk

e

f

y

z

x

X

f
Ik,j
(l) + b

1 X t
Ik,j (l)c + Ck .
m

(9)

l6=k

From Equations (6) and (8), we have upper bounds of Ik,j (l)
f
t
and Ik,j
(l).
(l). However, we don’t have an upper bound of Ik,j
f
t
Based on Equation (2), Ik,j (l) = Ik,j (l) + Ik,j (l). In any
f
case, I f (l)+I t (l) cannot exceed I\
(l) cannot
k,j (l). And I
k,j

Fig. 2: An example to show conflict delay

(8)

After upper bounding the interferences of flow Fl on packet
Pk,j , we have the upper bound of end-to-end delay in the
following theorem.

l6=k

s

(7)

k,j

k,j

\
f
t
exceed Ik,j
(l). As shown in Equation (9), Ik,j
(l) is divided
f
by m and floored, which shows Ik,j (l) has higher weight than
t
Ik,j
(l) in the equation. Given the fixed upper bound of I\
k,j (l),
any amount that we reduce from conflict interference and

Dk mod Tl

add to contention interference will not increase the end-to-end
\
\
f
f
t
delay. So we use I\
k,j (l)− Ik,j (l) to replace Ik,j (l), use Ik,j (l)
f
to replace Ik,j
(l) and get the upper bound of Rk as the theorem
shows. The intuition is we would rather overestimate conflict
interference and underestimate contention interference, which
will not violate the safety of our upper bound.

⎣Dk / Tl⎦∙ Tl

rk,j

dk,j

Cl

Cl

^

R l

D. Improved Delay Analysis
We give an upper bound of end-to-end delay in Theorem 1.
Bertogna et al. [7] proposed a technique to iteratively improve
scheduability analysis. Inspired by their technique, In this
subsection, we propose an Improved Delay Analysis (IDA).
From now on, we will call the end-to-end delay analysis in
Theorem 1 as the Basic Delay Analysis (BDA) and use it as a
foundation of our IDA.

Pl,h

^
R l

Cl

^

Pk,j

Dk

Dl

R l

Dl

Dl

Observation 1. Let R̂l denote an upper bound of end-toend delay of flow Fl , no transmissions of packet Pl,h can be
scheduled later than rl,h + R̂l .

Dl

By incorporating this observation, we propose our IDA. In
IDA, we use * to denote the new results of variables we already
introduced in BDA.
We start by analyzing upper bounds of interferences. We
show the worst-case interference of Fl on packet Pk,j in
Figure 4. Note that we also show the upper bound of endto-end delay R̂l of Fl in the figure.
Lemma 4. Flow Fl ’s interference on packet Pk,j is upper
bounded as follow:
∗

I\
k,j (l) = min(Cl , max(0, (Dk mod Tl ) − (Dl − R̂l )))+
(10)

Proof: We discuss in four cases.
•
•

We illustrate the intuition of IDA through an example shown
in Figure 3. We consider the flow Fl ’s interference on packet
Pk,j . In this example the deadline of packet Pl,h is aligned
with deadline of packet Pk,j . The upper bound of end-to-end
delay of Fl is shown in the figure with R̂l . From the figure,
Pl,h is delivered to the destination before absolute deadline of
Pl,h as well as release time of Pk,j . Then all transmissions
of Pl,h are scheduled before the release of Pk,j . Clearly, the
interference of Fl on Pk,j is zero. However, based on BDA,
the conflict interference of Fl on Pk,j is Sk (l) (maximum
conflict delay that Pl,h can incur on Pk,j ), and the contention
interference of Fl is not zero either. BDA hence overestimates
the interference in this example, because it ignores the fact
that Pl,h is delivered well before its deadline.
This observation leads to a way to reduce the pessimism
of our analysis. In BDA, the most difficult part is to assure
the schedulability of flows with short deadlines, because an
overestimation of interference would easily push the endto-end delay bound of the packet over its short deadline.
The intuition behind IDA is to tighten up the interference
estimation by considering early completion of packets.

R l

Fig. 4: Worst-case scenario under Observation 1

bDk /Tl cCl .
Fig. 3: An example for Observation 1. R̂l is an upper bound
of the end-to-end delay of flow Fl we obtained through
BDA (Theorem 1).

Cl
^

•
•

Dk
Dk
Dk
Dk

< Tl
< Tl
≥ Tl
≥ Tl

and
and
and
and

Dk ≤ Dl − R̂l
Dk > Dl − R̂l
(Dk mod Tl ) ≤ Dl − R̂l
(Dk mod Tl ) > Dl − R̂l

In the first case, deadline of flow Fk is less than period of
flow Fl . Within [rk,j , dk,j ], there is at most one packet of Fl
active. Since deadline of Fk is no greater than gap between
Fl ’s upper bound of end-to-end delay R̂l and its deadline Dl .
All transmissions of Fl are scheduled before Pk,j ’s release
time. Then Fl ’s interference equals zero in this case, which
follows this lemma. This case is exactly what we show in
Figure 3.
In the second case, there is also at most one packet of
Fl active. However, the release time of Pk,j is before Fl ’s
upper bound of end-to-end delay. Packet Pk,j is released
Dk − (Dl − R̂l ) time slots before one packet of Fl complete
its transmissions. Then the maximum possible interference is
min{Cl , Dk − (Dl − R̂l )}, which also follows this lemma.
In the third case, deadline of Fk is no less than period of Fl ,
and Dk mod Tl is no greater than Dl − R̂l . First, if Dk mod Tl
equals 0, then the number packets of Fl within [rk,j , dk,j ] is
Dk /Tl , and the total interference is (Dk /Tl )Cl , which follows
this lemma. Then, we assume 0 < Dk mod Tl ≤ Dl − R̂l .
There is one carry-in packet of flow Fl , which is delivered
before Pk,j ’s release. So its interference on packet Pk,j is 0.
Then the total interference is bDk /Tl cCl , which also follows
this lemma.

In the last case, deadline of Fk is no less than period of Fl ,
and Dk mod Tl is larger than Dl − R̂l . If Dk mod Tl ≥ Dl ,
there are Dk /Tl +1 packets of Fl contained within [rk,j , dk,j ],
the total interference is (Dk /Tl + 1)Cl , which follows this
lemma. If Dl − R̂l < Dk mod Tl < Dl , the carry-in
packet of flow Fl is partial within [rk,j , dk,j ], which is exactly
what we show in Figure 4. The interference of this carryin packet depends on Dk mod Tl − (Dl − R̂l ), and equals
min(Cl , (Dk mod Tl ) − (Dl − R̂l ). This case follows the
lemma as well.
Following the same reasoning of analyzing upper bound of
interference, we have following corollary.
Corollary 2. Flow Fl ’s conflict interference on packet Pk,j is
upper bounded as follow:
∗

\
f
Ik,j
(l) = min(Sk (l), max(0, (Dk mod Tl ) − (Dl − R̂l )))+
bDk /Tl cSk (l).

(11)

Similar to Theorem 1, we give an upper bound of end-toend delay of Fk here.
Corollary 3. The worst-case end-to-end delay of flow Fk is
upper bounded as follow:
∗

∗
X\
f
Rk ≤
Ik,j
(l) +b

P

∗
\
f
\
l6=k (Ik,j (l) − Ik,j (l) )

l6=k

m

∗
c+Ck = Rˆk .

(12)
The flow set {F1 , F2 , · · · , Fn } is schedulable if the following statement is true:
∗
Rˆk ≤ Dk ,

k = 1, 2, · · · , n.

(13)

We use an iterative algorithm to derive the upper bound
∗
of end-to-end delay Rˆk . In the beginning, the initial upper
∗
bound Rˆk is set to Dk for all flows. In each iteration, Rˆk
is calculated based on Equation (10)-(12). At the end of each
∗
iteration, for each flow Fk , Rˆk is set to Rˆk . The algorithm
enters a new iteration ∗if the flow set is unschedulable and at
least one flow has Rˆk updated, otherwise it terminates. We
show the pseudo-code in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Iterative algorithm
Rˆk ← Dk , ∀k ≤ N ;
repeat
for k ≤ N do
0
Rˆk ← Rˆk ;
∗
Calculate Rˆk based on (10)-(12);
∗
Rˆk ← Rˆk ;
end
0
until Rˆk ≤ Dk or Rˆk = Rˆk , ∀k ≤ N ;
∗
Rˆk ← Rˆk , ∀k ≤ N ;

E. Complexity Analysis
BDA (Theorem 1) is polynomial. The calculation of upper
bound of end-to-end delay of flow Fk is O(n) since we have
n flows. The complexity of BDA is O(n2 ) since we need to
calculate the upper bound of end-to-end delay for every flow.
The total time complexity is therefore O(n2 ).
IDA (Corollary 3) is pseudo-polynomial. The analysis in
each iteration is O(n2 ) as discussed above. Since there are
n flows, and each one’s end-to-end delay can range from
Ck to Dk , the number of iterations is upper bounded as
O(n max(Dk − Ck , k ≤ N )). Thus, the overall complexity
is O(n3 max(Dk − Ck , k ≤ N )).
V. E VALUATION
We evaluate our end-to-end delay analysis through both
experiments on a physical WSAN testbed and simulations.
A. Experiments on a WSAN Testbed
We evaluate our delay analysis on an indoor WSAN testbed
consisting of 63 TelosB motes, located on the fifth floors of
Bryan Hall and Jolly Hall of Washington University in St.
Louis. We implement a network protocol stack on the testbed,
which comprises a multi-channel TDMA MAC protocol and
a routing protocol. Time is divided into 10 ms slots and
clocks are synchronized across the entire network using the
Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol (FTSP) [8]. In the
routing protocol, we want to find the maximum number of
link-disjoint paths for any pair of nodes. We transform this
problem into a maximum flow problem by assigning each link
with unit capacity and use Edmonds−Karp algorithm [9] to
generate link-disjoint routes.
Figure 5 shows the topology of the WSAN testbed. We
use motes 129 and 155 (colored in green) as access points,
which are physically connected to a root server (Gateway).
The Network Manager runs on this root server. The rest of
motes work as field devices. For each link in the testbed, we
measured its packet reception ratio (PRR) by counting the
number of received packets among 250 packets transmitted on
the link. Following the practice of industrial deployment, we
only add links with PRR higher than 90% to the topology of
the testbed. To avoid channels occupied by the campus Wi-Fi,
we use IEEE 15.4 channel 11 to 15 in our experiments.
We generate 8 flows in our experiment. The period of each
flow is picked up from the range of 20∼7 seconds, which
are typical periods used in process industry as defined in
WirelessHART standard [1]. The length of the hyper-period
is 128 seconds. The relative deadline of each flow equals
to its period. All flows are schedulable based on our delay
analyses. Each flow has two independent source routes. The
maximum length of routes is 13 hops. Through this doubleroute approach, we enhance the network reliability under link
failures. We run our experiments long enough such that each
flow can deliver at least 100 packets.
Based on our experimental results, we evaluate our proposed
approaches in terms of reliability and delay. We use delivery
ratio to measure reliability. The delivery ratio of a flow is

Fig. 5: Topology of the WSAN Testbed. Green circles represent access points. Red circles are field devices. Black arrows
are wireless links.
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Flow Index
1st Route
2nd Route
Two Routes

1
0.95
1.0
1.0

2
1.0
1.0
1.0

3
0.97
0.99
1.0

4
1.0
0.99
1.0

5
0.97
1.0
1.0

6
0.96
0.97
1.0

7
0.97
1.0
1.0

8
0.97
0.42
0.99

TABLE I: Delivery Ratios of Flows
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defined as percentage of packets that are successfully delivered
to destination. Then, we compare the end-to-end delay we
collected in experiments with our delay analyses, as well as
the delay observed in simulations.
To study the reliability issue, we first measure the link
qualities in our testbed . Figure 6 shows the cumulative
histogram of link qualities (PRR) of 189 links we used in
our experiments. Although we only picked up links that have
PRR higher than 90% when we selected the links initially, we
find some links have much lower PRR than the 90% threshold
at run time. For example, link 112 → 129 has the lowest PRR
of 12%. The dynamics of wireless links suggest it is necessary
to have route redundancy.
Table I shows the delivery ratios of all 8 flows. We present
the delivery ratio of each route as well as the aggregate delivery ratio of the two routes combined. Our results demonstrate
the effectiveness of redundant routes in improving reliability.
For example, the second route of flow 8 has a delivery ratio
of 0.42, which is much lower than our expectation. However,
by combing two routes together, flow 8 has a delivery ratio as
0.99.
In Figure 7, we compare end-to-end delay from experiment
results with delay analyses as well as simulation. We compare
five delays for each flow: minimum delay in experiments
(EXP MIN), maximum delay in experiments (EXP MAX),
maximum delay in simulation (SIM), the improved delay
analysis (IDA) in Corollary 3 and the basic delay analysis
(BDA) in Theorem 1. The results show for every flow, the
five delays follow the following order:
EXP MIN ≤ EXP MAX ≤ SIM ≤ IDA ≤ BDA.
This shows that our delay analyses are safe upper bounds of
the actual delays. In addition, SIM is consistently higher than
EXP MAX, which indicates our simulations can generate test
cases with worse delays than those observed on the testbed. In
following evaluation, we will provide a more comprehensive
evaluation of the delay analyses based on simulations over
different network topologies.
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Fig. 8: Schedulability Analysis on Random Topology

B. Simulations on Random Topologies
Besides the Testbed experiments, we also test our analyses
on larger random topologies with simulations. The simulator
shares the same routing and scheduling design with our testbed
and is written in C++. All simulations are performed on a
MacBook Pro laptop with 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor.
We generate random networks with 400 nodes and 800 links.
Links are chosen randomly and assigned PRR randomly in the
range of [0.90, 1.0]. We test our delay analyses on different
number of flows by increasing the number of source and
destination pairs. The period Tk of the each flow Fk is
randomly generated in the range of 23∼9 seconds. The relative

deadline Dk of every flow Fk is randomly generated in the
range of (Ck , β ∗ Tk ) slots, here β is a randomly generated
number in range of (0, 1). Ck is the required time slots needed
to deliver a packet from the source to the destination. For each
flow set, we generate 100 test cases and simulate them on
random topologies.
We compare our improved delay analysis (IDA) in Corollary 3 with the basic delay analysis (BDA) in Theorem 1
and the simulation (SIM). Our delay analyses are evaluated in
terms of pessimism ratio and acceptance ratio. The former one
is used to assess the tightness of the delay analyses, and the
latter one is used to evaluate the effectiveness of our analyses
for online admission control. For each flow, the pessimism
ratio is defined as the ratio of its theoretical upper bound
of end-to-end delay given by our analyses to its maximum
end-to-end delay observed in simulation. The acceptance ratio
is defined as the ratio of the number of test cases deemed
schedulable by our analyses (or simulation) to the total number
of test cases. A test case is schedulable in simulation if all
flow instances released within the hyper-period meet their
deadlines.
The acceptance ratios of IDA, BDA and simulation (SIM)
are shown in Figure 8(a). The acceptance ratio of IDA remains
close to simulations. The gap between IDA and SIM widens
as the number of flows increases, but remains within 30%.
This result indicates the effectiveness of IDA for admission
control. The acceptance ratio of IDA is much higher than
BDA, which shows the IDA highly outperforms BDA in terms
of acceptance ratio.
Figure 8(b) shows pessimism ratios of IDA and BDA in log
scale. Since if a test case is not schedulable under simulation,
the simulator could not lay out the schedule of all flows, then
we could not get the actual maximum end-to-end delay. So all
pessimism ratios here are from test cases that are schedulable
under simulation. This result confirms IDA greatly improves
the tightness of the delay bound compared to BDA. The
pessimism ratio of BDA increases as the number of flows
increases. However, the pessimism ratio of IDA remain low
despite the increase of number of flows. The median value of
pessimism ratio for IDA is always around 2 in our simulations.
This figure shows our IDA is scalable to large number of flows.
The time complexity of our algorithms are shown in Figure 8(c). The execution time of IDA grows faster than BDA
as the number of flows grows while staying in an acceptable
region. With 100 flows, the execution time of IDA is under
1.2 seconds, which is acceptable for admission control. Figures 8(a)-8(c) show the tradeoff between accuracy and time
complexity. While IDA runs slower than BDA, it gives a much
more precise estimation of end-to-end delay, which leads to a
higher acceptance ratio.
C. Comparative Study of Scheduling Policies
In this subsection, we compare EDF and our Improved
Delay Analysis (EDF-IDA) with state-of-the-art dynamic and
static priority scheduling algorithms and their delay analyses.
For dynamic priority scheduling, we consider Conflict-aware

VI. R ELATED W ORKS
Real-time transmission scheduling in wireless sensor networks received considerable attention [11]. In contrast to previous works on traditional sensor networks, our research investigates real-time WSANs based on recent industrial standards
such as WirelessHART with unique features. For example, our
analysis is designed for wireless mesh networks running a
multi-hop and multi-channel TDMA protocol. In contrast, the
network model in previous works is based on single channel
[12]–[17], or CSMA/CA MAC protocol [17], [18]. While
some earlier works [12]–[16] analyze fixed priority scheduling
in wireless networks, we focus on EDF scheduling, which
is a dynamic priority scheduling policy. The probabilistic
delay analyses for EDF proposed in [19] are not suitable
for industrial WSANs that require safe bounds on network
delays. Earlier efforts on real-time schedulability analysis for
EDF [20], [21] adopt a cellular network structure and require
wireless nodes with full-duplex transceivers.
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Least Laxity First (C-LLF) [5], which incorporates transmission conflicts into a Least Laxity First scheduling policy.
However, there is no delay analysis for C-LLF in the literature.
For fixed priority scheduling, we choose Fixed Priority with
near optimal priority assignment based on heuristic search (FP)
presented in [6], which was shown to significantly outperform
traditional priority assignment policies. Delay Analysis for
Fixed Priority scheduling policies (FP-DA) has been proposed
in [10].
We compare scheduling policies through simulations on
random topologies. To fully test the schedulability of different
scheduling algorithms, we reduce the periods of flows from
the range of 26∼11 to 25∼10 . The rest of the simulation setups
are same as the previous subsection. Figure 9(a) shows the
acceptance ratios of different scheduling policies and their
delay analyses. Since these is no delay analysis for C-LLF,
we only include its acceptance ratio in simulations. Results
show in simulations, EDF can schedule more flow sets than
FP, which indicates that EDF is indeed an effective scheduling
policy in practice. While C-LLF can schedule more flow sets
than EDF, there is no schedulability analysis for C-LLF that
can be used for fast online admission control. We also compare
the acceptance ratios of delay analyses EDF-IDA and FP-DA
here. Given the complexity that EDF brings to schedulability
analysis, the acceptance ratio of EDF-IDA is slightly lower
than FP-DA.
Figure 9(b) shows execution time (in log scale) of the delay
analyses as well as the priority assignment algorithm needed
by FP (denoted as FP-PA). The execution time of FP-PA
is much higher than execution time of EDF-IDA and FPDA. Note that priority assignment is an integral part of fixed
priority scheduling and the near optimal priority assignment
needs to be performed for admission control of flows. Given
the high computational cost of priority assignment algorithm,
EDF-IDA provides a more efficient admission test for real-time
flows, which is particularly important for WSANs operating
under dynamic wireless conditions in industrial environments.
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Fig. 9: Comparison of Different Scheduling Policies

In the area of industrial WSANs, earlier works study the
transmission scheduling for WSANs with simple topologies
such as linear [22], tree [23], [24] and cluster tree topologies
[25]. Transmission scheduling of real-time flows for arbitrary
WSAN topologies has been studied in [5]. It presents a realtime scheduling algorithm based on branch-and-bound and a
dynamic priority scheduling algorithm called C-LLF. However,
it does not present any delay analysis to derive its delay bound,
therefore requires laying out the entire transmission schedule
of the whole network, which incurs high computation delays
in admission control. Near optimal rate selection for fixed
priority scheduling has been studied in [26], [27]. End-toend delay analysis for fixed priority scheduling in WSANs
has been proposed in [10], [28]. The performance of fixed
priority scheduling highly depends on the priority assignment,
which is proven to be a difficult problem, and near-optimal
priority assignment algorithms incur significant computational
cost when used online.
While dynamic priority scheduling represents an attractive
alternative to fixed priority scheduling, end-to-end delay analysis for dynamic priority scheduling has not been studied for
WSANs. Our work provides an end-to-end delay analysis for
EDF scheduling policy, which is a commonly used dynamic
priority scheduling algorithm in real-time systems [7], [29],
[30] and outperforms the state-of-the-art fixed priority scheduling algorithms in WSANs in our simulation study.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
With the emergence of industrial standards such as WirelessHART, wireless sensor-actuator networks (WSANs) are
gaining rapid adoption in process industries. To meet the stringent real-time performance requirements of process control
systems, there is a critical need for fast end-to-end delay
analysis to support online admission control of periodic realtime flows in WSANs. This paper presents a new end-toend delay analysis for WSANs under Earliest Deadline First
(EDF) transmission scheduling, a widely used dynamic priority scheduling policy in real-time systems. Our analysis that
can be used to derive end-to-end delay bounds for real-time
flows in WSANs at moderate run time overhead. Experiments
on a physical WSAN testbed and simulations demonstrate the
effectiveness of our analysis for online admission control of
real-time flows.
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